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1 See also Halsey and Owens, The History of Reading, Volume 2  “The very nature of the practice of 
reading – a practice that has often been internal, private, unremarked – makes tracking down 













                                                
2 Significant to this thesis, James Walton notes in his review of Rereadings in the Notre Dame Review 
that Webb’s ‘Old Criticism’ “will look fresh and new to today’s students of fiction, professional and 
other” (259). 
3 Deidre Lynch also explores the demand for a personal relationship with reading for “professional 















                                                






                                                
5 See also Piper, Book Was There “As we think about the future of reading, we will want to think 
about the history of how we have shared reading, the intricate and often troubled ways that 









                                                
6 “Pray, Sir, in all the reading which you had ever read, did you ever read such a book as Locke’s 
Essay upon the Human Understanding? -  Don’t answer me rashly, - because many, I know, quote the 









                                                
7 See, for example: “Maggie drew a long breath and pushed her heavy hair back, as if to see a 
sudden vision more clearly. Here, then, was a secret of life that would enable her to renounce all 
other secrets; here was a sublime height to be reached without the help of outward things; here was 
insight, and strength, and conquest, to be won by means entirely within her own soul, where a 










































                                                
8 See also Carpenter, Secret Gardens, Thwaite, From Primer to Pleasure in Reading, and Demers A 



























































                                                
9 For more see Shoemaker, Gender in English Society 1650-1850 and Vickery ‘Golden Age to Separate 
Spheres? A review of the Categories and Chronology of English Women’s History’. 
10 Linton describes the ‘Girl of the Period’ as a “creature whose sole idea of life is fun; whose sole 
aim is unbounded luxury; and whose dress is the chief object of such thoughts and intellect as she 






                                                
11 Reynolds and Humble examine this relationship in the introduction to Victorian Heroines. “It is 








                                                
12 This choice of words is also significant in relation to the second half of this chapter. Arthur’s use 
of ‘imbibed’ implies that such literature has a transgressive quality. Here, troubling or radical 
philosophies have been absorbed as if by drinking them in. Such language carries with it a 
threatening link to appetite and barrier transgression that I explore further in my work on reading 
and the body. 




                                                
14 He writes, for example, that “all knowledge has its appropriate sphere of action, and that is in the 














                                                
15 After all, only a ‘little knowledge’ is deemed necessary. 
16 As I shall explore in the second half of this chapter the qualities that make women excellent 








                                                
17 See also Lamonaca (236-238). Lamonaca argues that this application of conduct book ideology 
plays a significant part in appeals for higher education for women in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century. She also connects these arguments directly to the treatment of the reader in 
conduct literature. “The conduct book ideal of the literate woman […] was not a liberating end in 












                                                
18 This review in the Literary Gazette claims that ‘were it not for the seriousness of the poem, and the 
respectability of the publisher, we should regard the whole book as a burlesque, or a mischievous 
piece of waggery perpetrated on worthy people at Salisbury’” (‘Angel in the House (review)’ 971). 
19 It is also worth noting that Tennyson specifically references the idea that the poem ought to be 
celebrated by women, an idea shared by the reviewer in an 1854 review in The Critic when he writes 
that “the author of The Angel in the House has earned the warm and lasting gratitude of all women, 
for the profound respect, delicate politeness, and religious chivalry, which are there moulded into a 
fair poetic form, to the special honour of womanhood” (“Poetry and the Drama” 643).  He 
continues, “The book deserves to be called Angel in another sense besides that which derives itself 
directly from the subject. It is a messenger of peace and love – the countenance bright, the wings 























                                                
20 Upon being invited by Thomas Roscoe to submit work for a series he and Leitch Ritchie were 
putting together, Ellis recalls agreeing “provided only they will not exclude a certain degree of 
moral or religious sentiment, without which I am determined not to write. On describing my work 
to Mr Ritchie he remarked that he feared it was too good for their purpose. I understood his 
meaning, and felt that it was too grave and prosy” (Home Life 52). Here Ellis demonstrates that 




                                                
21 She acknowledges, for example, her quick temper in a letter to a friend. "I am contemplating a 
serious and most proper work on Temper. Now, don't be so rude as to say that I, of all people, ought 
to understand the subject. I believe I do, but whether I can write a book about it is a different 
thing!" (Home life 67). Her letters are full of this sort of humour at odds with the solemn matron she 




                                                
22 See ‘Literary Gossip and Table Talk’ in The Illustrated Review 4.42 (1872) “the well-known 
























                                                






                                                
24 See the preface to Household Management (Beeton 3-4). 
25 In her introduction to the ‘Oxford World Classics’ edition of the book Nicola Humble makes a 




                                                
26 It is worth noting that Beeton’s nostalgia for rural food production is more sinister when viewed 
in the light of food adulteration scandals explored in the second half of this chapter. 
27 “the angel was an ideal, a model of the gentlewoman that she aspired to become, little knowing 







                                                
28 See e.g. “we read in the ‘Iliad,’ how the great Achilles and his friend Patroclus regaled the three 




                                                
29 Such an emphasis on a shared network of readings is also felt in discussions of the figure of the 







Reading Ruskin: Women’s Reading and Education in ‘Of 































                                                
30 A major flaw with this idea, which extended far beyond Ruskin’s essay, was, as we have already 
noted, that by 1851 the census revealed that women outnumbered men by 860,000. This fact is 
quickly picked up by the critic writing for the Victoria Magazine:: 
“We have already intimated that we think Mr. Ruskin has overlooked the fact, that while there is a 
surplus of at least half a million of women, it is worse than useless, in offering suggestions upon 
education, to propound the theory that a woman is to be educated only so far as may enable her to 















































                                                

























                                                
32 Another example of this connection may be found in E. J. Tilt’s 1851 text, On the Preservation of 
Health of Women at the Critical Periods of Life, in which he notes that “Novels and romances, speaking 
generally, should be spurned as capable of calling forth emotions of the same morbid description 
which, habitually indulged in, exert a disastrous influence on the nervous system sufficient to 




There is Death in the Pot: Food Adulteration in the 





                                                
33 Not only this, but urbanization meant that city dwellers working in factories or other industrial 
trades had not got the means, access to land, or time to grow and produce their own food. 
34 Milk, for example, was no longer obtained from the local dairy, but rather it was being 





                                                                                                                             
milk while it was being transported became common practice, not — unfortunately — to kill the 
bacteria in the milk that had been on a long rail journey to the city, but simply to try and convince 
consumers that the milk they bought was reasonably fresh. 
35 However, In 1821 Accum’s career in England came to an end when he was involved in a scandal, 
accused of mutilating books in the Royal Institute’s library. Accum’s work fell out of favour and he 
left the country in disgrace. Burnett writes that “thereafter contemporary writers studiously avoided 
mentioning his name […] although the facts in the case are by no means clear, there is a strong 
suspicion that there existed a deliberate conspiracy of vested interests determined to discredit and 




                                                
36 This issue of adulterated bread had far reaching consequences, and we see it appear again in an 
open letter to conservative statesman and future prime minister Robert Peel dated 1827. This open 
letter was printed and circulated as a Hume Tract by a writer who chooses to be known simply as 
‘Parent of a large family’. This author writes that “[t]he death of infants, through adulterated bread, 
has been deplored in numberless instances: and in adults, chronic diseases have been attended with 













                                                
37 In fact, Burnett notes, “scarcely a year passed when deaths were not reported from this […] 
cause. In one instance, fifteen people died after eating lozenges bought in Bradford market – the 
sweet manufacturer had asked a chemist for plaster of Paris but had been given white arsenic by 





                                                
38 Only one accusation of adulteration was ever challenged and this was by a retailer whose goods 
had been adulterated without his knowledge. 
39 In the same year, Dr Edward Lankester demonstrated that the use of poisonous colouring 
matters in food were still common, citing recent cases in which “three people had died after a 
public banquet at which they had eaten green blancmange containing arsenite of copper, and of 
yellow Bath buns which owed their colour to sulphide of arsenic” (Burnett, J 227). A British 





                                                                                                                             
really seems extraordinary that we cannot enjoy an anchovy without swallowing a filthy 
accompaniment of ferruginous earth, in the shape of Armenian bole – that we cannot take a pickle 
without finding it impregnated with copper – that our tea is painted with turmeric and Prussian 
blue, etc., etc. The stomach will struggle with its difficulties in vain, as long as rogues are allowed to 
poison us with impunity” (‘Adulteration of Food’ 323). Followed by the opinion that “Mr. 
Scholefield’s Bill is but a very emasculated affair, after all; and we very much fear that adulteration 






                                                
40 See Ellmann (47) who also explores the idea that “the belief that words can take the place of food 














                                                
41 For more see Kelly, A History of Public Libraries (3). 
42 This expanding of the library network affected the child reader as well as the adult reader, and the 
first separate library for children opened in Nottingham in 1882. By 1885 it offered a choice of 





                                                
43 Wynter continues to press home the scale of Mudie’s operation when he writes, “At the present 
moment the establishment owns no less than 800,000 volumes. If all these were to come home to 
roost at one time, it would require a library almost as big as the British Museum to hold them. As it 
is, the house is one mass of books” (705). With this degree of success came an exceptional amount 

























Golden Dreams of Sinful Pleasure: Young Women’s 



















                                                
44 This is an anxiety that we see enacted in Thomas Hardy’s short story, ‘An Imaginative Woman’ as 











                                                
45 This is also a good example of the disparity between Ellis’s  own life and her advice. As a young 
reader Ellis herself was passionately fond of reading Shakespeare. She writes in a letter in 1820 
“The immortal Shakespeare is, and I think always will be my reigning favourite, but I cannot 
compare him with other authors. I read his inimitable players over and over again, and find new 












                                                

















                                                
47 This point is further underlined when he points out that the characters in these novels are flat 
and represented as either being wholly good or wholly bad. “The world of fiction is still, for the 
most part, a nursery and bread-and-butter world. Terrible dangers […] dragons , and ogres, and 
giants, and strangely wicked people, waiting to devour the good little boys and girls. But the 
familiar, homely, real, seductive dangers of grown-up human life are not talked of there” 
(MacCarthy 47). This point ties sensation fiction to the fairytale and the children’s book and 
MacCarthy demonstrates his frustration that women readers are not offered a view of the world as 
it really is. Again, such a reading chimes with Ruskin’s frustration that the novel teaches the woman 





                                                
48 Such a reading chimes with MacCarthy’s heated complaint that “while it is coldly, stiffly, 
prudishly agreed to paint for us as a rule only such life as might be lectured on in a young-ladies’ 
boarding school, we feel thankful to the novelist who[…] [shows] us human creatures as we know 




                                                
49 The All the Year Round article, mentioned above, also notes this determined class association when 
the author writes, “if you would write a novel or a play that is fit to be read by any one with tastes 
superior to those of a butcher- boy, you must confine yourself strictly to the common events of 





                                                
50 See also Marley (236), Murray (237), Solly (184). 







                                                
52 Daly notes that this speed was also linked to changing conceptions of time and that the railway 
“ushered in a new time consciousness” (46). 
53 The other institution that Mansel marks as the great perpetrator of sensation fiction is the 
circulating library, which he claims “has been the chief hot-bed for forcing a crop of writers without 
talent and readers without discrimination. It is to literature what a magasin de modes is to dress, 
giving us the latest fashion, and little more” (484). Once again Mansel employs the image of the 
fashion house to mark the sensation novel as a lightweight frippery, something very much of the 






                                                
54 Linda M Lewis writes in her book on Staël and George Sand that “Staël [is] important because 
[she began] to define the woman-as-artist at the very point in literary history when romanticism was 
defining the hero-as-artist and when the woman writer, rapidly becoming a presence in the English 
publishing world, was looking for foremothers” (9). Within Corinne De Staël self-consciously 
engages with the timeless myth of a specifically female genius, and Lewis describes Corinne as 
“inheritor of the female genius of Sappho and Corinna, as she is inheritor of the patriotic 
womanhood of Agrappina, Cornelia, and Portia — women loved by heroes” (30). Thus 
demonstrating the longevity of such ideas of female genius, as well as their popularity during the 
period Pykett refers to, with the Corinne myth being popularised and incorporated into work, well 
into the mid-nineteenth century, by successful writers such as Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Felicia 




                                                











                                                
56 In fact the role that hair plays in many sensation novels was the focus of much derision from 
critics of the genre, prompting Margaret Oliphant to comment that “hair, indeed, in general, has 
become one of the leading properties in fiction. The facility with which it flows over the shoulders 








































2.1 The Imaginative Women: Transgressive Reading 
and the Female Body 	
The Mill on the Floss: Reading and Gender 
 Perhaps	one	of	the	most	significant	reasons	that	The	Mill	on	the	Floss	is	widely	regarded	as	Eliot's	most	autobiographical	novel	is	the	representation	of	Maggie	as	an	avaricious	reader	with	an	appetite	for	the	kind	of	books	deemed	inappropriate	for	the	woman	reader.	This	trait	acts	as	a	shorthand	and	defining	feature	in	Maggie's	character,	representing	a	wilful	and	passionate	nature	not	at	home	within	the	confines	of	societal	gender	norms.	The	Mill	on	the	Floss,	I	would	argue,	engages	in	a	struggle	with	the	question	of	gendered	intellect	through	Eliot's	treatment	of	Maggie	as	a	reader.		In	the	first	half	of	the	novel	this	struggle	is	explored	through	the	frequently	contrasted	reading	experiences	of	Maggie	and	her	older	brother	Tom.	These	incidents	often	address	a	confused	and	counterintuitive	gendered	reading	experience,	drawing	attention	to	both	the	differing	intellects	and	sensibilities	of	the	two	siblings.57	Mr	Tulliver	appears	on	some	level	to	register	this	deviation	from	traditional	gender	roles	and	attempts	to	counteract	the	emasculating	effect	of	Tom's	lack	of	formal	education	with	mixed	results.	In	fact,	Mr	Tulliver	sees	education	as	key	not	
                                                
57 They also act as a bridge to the third chapter of this thesis in their treatment of the child reader in 
the adults text. It is worth noting, however, that the first half of the book that deals with Maggie 
and Tom as mischievous children was read by children. 'On 12 May [1890 Grace Macaulay] recalls 
that she "read part of Mill on Floss to children in aft, to their delight" (Crawford 159). This may not 
be surprising given that in its idyllic world of domestic pleasures it shares much, as we will see, with 























                                                











                                                
59 Maggie’s parents are both represented as characters who do not read. It may be that this offers 
one reason why Maggie’s reading has so far been allowed such free reign. As we will see in Chapter 



















                                                
60 This loss of appetite is also significant in relation to the child reader. As I explore in Chapter 
Three of this thesis, the child reader’s appetite for food and text are connected and so Maggie’s self-































































                                                
61 “Goodness! Then I’ve been talking prose these forty years without ever knowing it. I am sure I 
am very much obliged to you for teaching me that” (Molière 200).) 
62 In fact, this sentiment is one we are already familiar with, echoing as it does an All the Year Round 
article of the same year, which I touched upon in my discussion of sensation fiction at the end of 
the Chapter One: “the anti-sensational critic will tell you that, if you would write a novel or a play 
that is fit to be read by any one with tastes superior to those of a butcher- boy, you must confine 
yourself strictly to the common events of common lives, have nothing whatever to say to any of the 
extremes of passion or of action, leave murder to the penny papers, be ignorant of suicide, have no 
idea that there are dark shadows in the world, and shun a mystery as you would the measles” 







                                                
63 This is not to say that Roland’s reading is without its problems. Roland, like George, arguably 
‘misreads’ Isabel through a Romantic lens, believing that he can make her his mistress, but such a  





                                                
64 We saw Beeton make similar assumptions about shared reading experiences in Household 



































2.2 Femininity and the Female Reader 
 













                                                
65 Such positive storytelling foreshadows a character like Burnett’s Sara Crewe who, as we shall see 










                                                
66 In this Lizzie perhaps shares something with Isabel Sleaford, whose capacity for reading 




                                                
67 Her father’s death, resulting destitution, her brother’s abandonment, Bradley Headstone’s 










                                                





















                                                
69 Bella’s experience of reading this text may also chime with the reader of Beeton’s Household 
Management published three years earlier, and by now a bestseller. After all, in that worthy tome 
many of the recipes were deliberately aspirational and consisted of ingredients not to be found in a 
household like the Rokesmith’s. In this way it is possible to suggest that Dickens extends the joke 
based upon another shared reading experience, and a gap between the idealized text and the real 




                                                
70 Here we see a reiteration of the values espoused by Sarah Stickney Ellis when she writes that “it 
ought to be no light consideration with [women], that they might [through reading] […] often 
beguile the weariness of a father, a husband, or a brother, when their conversation is either deficient 












Thomas Hardy’s ‘An Imaginative Woman’: The 









                                                
71 As I mentioned in my reading of Our Mutual Friend, this image of reading and walking is used to 
demonstrate problematic absorption in the text. However in Bella’s case, as we saw, this image is 




















                                                
72 Ella’s children however always seem delighted to see her, again drawing connections between the 
way in which Ella is presented and Linton’s text in which she writes, “Here it is a very rare case 
indeed when the mother accompanies the nurse and children; and those days when she does are 
nursery gala-days to be talked of and remembered for weeks after” (Linton 14). Such a description 


































































                                                
 73 Naomi Wood notes, for example, that “some writers [of children’s literature] figured children 
idealistically as superior to adults, as angels on earth sent by heaven to be models of innocence and 


















                                                
74 Mary Thwaite makes similar observations in her book From Primer to Pleasure in Reading, and she 
writes that in the second half of the nineteenth century the “didactic tale was certainly not banished. 
It was reshaped to suit the temper of the times.” (93) Here, Thwaite asserts that changes in the 
form of the text reflect changes taking place outside the text. Such changes are mirrored in the 
representations of child readers which, I will argue are ‘reshaped’ along similar lines. 
75 Nicola Humble highlights another significant connection between food and the domestic space 
in children’s fiction when she mentions that scenes of girls cooking are common in American texts 
throughout the century, but not in British ones. Humble suggests that this is the “result of the 
much stronger constraints [in Britain] against middle-class females being seen to perform domestic 






                                                
76 The relationship between sensuality and food was presented in a similar way in our analysis of The 




















                                                
77 Here, Martineau abandons her dessert in favour of reading alone, while Isabel “ate her supper 
with an open volume by the side of her plate” (Braddon 186) For both women the act of reading 






3.1 The Child Reader and the Private Sphere 
 
The History of the Fairchild Family: The Elevation of 



































                                                
78 This idea is borne out by Frederick Hamilton’s account of Sunday reading . He writes that “[i]n 
the ‘sixties’ Sunday was very strictly observed. In our own Sabbatarian family, our toys and books 
all disappeared on Saturday night. On Sundays we were only allowed to read Line upon Line, The 


























                                                
79 In fact, ‘The History of the Good Child…’ is an incredibly inflammatory tale warning against the 
evils of Catholicism, and it was removed from later editions of The History of the Fairchild Family, 
















The Daisy Chain: Domesticity and Female Vision 
 Moving	into	the	middle	of	the	century,	Charlotte	M.	Yonge’s	novel,	The	
Daisy	Chain	was	published	in	1856.80	The	Daisy	Chain	was	one	of	the	most	widely	read	of	Charlotte	Yonge’s	novels,	going	through	nine	editions	in	twelve	years.	As	such	it	provides	us	with	a	bestselling	and	extensively	read	children’s	domestic	novel	of	the	mid-century.	Butts	writes	that	by	the	1840’s	“several	writers	were	beginning	to	develop	the	tract-like	form	of	the	didactic	moral	tale	in	the	direction	of	the	more	complex	and	psychologically	realistic	novel”	(80).	The	Daisy	Chain	is	certainly	a	more	evolved	text	of	domestic	realism	in	terms	of	the	psychology	of	its	
                                                
80 Having previously been serialised in The Monthly Packet from 1853-1855, a magazine which Yonge 


















                                                
81 In fact the pressure on Norman as a teenager to embrace a classical education forms an 



























































































                                                
82 Katy will, for example, grandly read from the recipe book “Take a gallon of oysters, a pint of beef 
stock, […]a sliced shallot” (150) and when Debby, the cook wrings her hands and asks what a 
shallot is, Katy’s breezy response is “It must be something quite common, for it's in almost all the 
recipes.”(150) Here we see a connection to Bella Rokesmith’s reading in Our Mutual Friend, and to 
the work of Mrs Beeton. In both cases the extraordinary lists of ingredients are shown to stump the 

























3.2 The Child Reader Escapes: Storytelling and Imaginative 
Play 
 
Sara Crewe, or What Happened at Miss Minchin’s: 




















































                                                
83 Such a reading also chimes with Rossetti’s ‘Goblin Market’, a poem that also focuses on issues of 
consumption, as I mentioned in my introduction to this chapter. In that text Lizzie and Laura tell 

























                                                
84 Another reading experience from the Reading Experience Database chimes with the Bastables’ 
reading of The Daisy Chain. Gwen Raverat, born in 1885 describes her childhood reading of the 
book when she writes, “I could read ‘The Daisy Chain’ or ‘The Wide Wide World’, and just take the 
religion as the queer habits of those sorts of people, exactly as if I were reading a story about 
Mohammedans or Chinese” (Raverat 219). Here we see that Yonge’s book retained its popularity to 
the end of the century, and also that the heavily didactic religious tone of the text did not 




































                                                


















                                                
86 For more on this phenomenological experience of the text see Poulet, ‘Phenomenology of 
Reading’. His notion that a feeling proposed to the reader becomes assumed by the reader speaks to 
the Bastable’s experience in which lines between text, reality, and play are withdrawn. 
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like	The	Fairchild	Family,	and	a	more	subtle	way	in	texts	like	The	Treasure	
Seekers,	the	desire	for	didacticism	remains.		Issues	of	transgression	are	still	present	here,	but	they	are	handled	very	differently	to	those	that	we	saw	in	Chapter	Two	and	our	discussion	of	the	woman	reader.	For	the	child	reader	the	links	between	appetite	and	reading	in	particular	are	viewed	as	being	natural	and	healthy	in	a	way	that	is	perhaps	surprising	given	the	way	these	connections	have	been	described	in	the	last	two	chapters.	Imagination	is	also	a	quality	that	is	prized	here.	The	final	text	in	Chapter	Two,	Hardy’s	‘An	Imaginative	Woman’	includes	this	issue	even	in	its	title,	underscoring	how	problematic	Ella	Marchmill’s	imaginative	transgressions	are.	In	contrast	the	child	reader	at	the	end	of	the	century	has	little	to	fear	from	engaging	imaginatively	with	the	world.	The	character	of	Sara	Crewe	demonstrates	that	the	young	girl	has	nothing	to	fear	even	from	imaginings	that	become	so	vivid	it	is	sometimes	difficult	to	differentiate	story	from	reality.	In	fact,	Sara	is	rewarded	for	such	behaviour	and	the	image	of	the	imaginative	child	reader	is	championed.		 		 	
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Conclusion 	It	may	seem	incongruous	to	begin	this	thesis	with	Sarah	Stickney	Ellis,	and	to	end	with	Edith	Nesbit,	two	women	who,	at	first	glance,	have	little	in	common.	And	yet,	both	writers	share	a	need	to	reach	through	the	text	and	offer	guidance.	Julia	Briggs	writes	of	Nesbit	that	“Her	uncertainty	as	to	whether	in	her	own	life	she	wanted	to	pursue	the	child’s	self-delighting	freedom	and	irresponsibility	or	the	adult’s	greater	power	to	compass	her	own	ends,	to	organise	and	advise,	may	reflect	a	deeper	uncertainty	about	the	nature	of	her	femininity.	Edith	appreciated	the	attractions	of	the	vulnerable	and	dependent	little	woman	beloved	of	contemporary	sentimental	literature;	but	she	herself	was	cast	in	a	very	different	mould,	accustomed	to	dominating	any	social	gathering	and	used	to	having	her	own	way	–	in	a	word,	bossy.	(Woman	of	Passion	Xvii)	In	much	of	this	passage,	Briggs	could	be	talking	about	Ellis	herself.	Certainly,	the	‘bossiness’	that	Briggs	describes	is	a	shared	trait,	and	one	that	may	be	consistent	with	a	desire	to	advise	and	manage	through	the	text.	That	both	women	rely	upon	the	figure	of	the	reader	inside	the	text	to	do	so	speaks	to	its	peculiar	power	as	a	didactic	tool,	as	one	that	can	teach	by	example	and	reach	beyond	the	page	into	the	life	of	the	reader	as	friend,	mother,	teacher.	Beyond	this,	however,	Briggs’s	description	of	Nesbit	speaks	to	many	of	the	themes	that	have	been	explored	in	this	thesis.		By	pulling	together	issues	of	femininity	with	the	figure	of	the	‘vulnerable	and	dependent	little	woman	beloved	of	contemporary	sentimental	
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literature’	Briggs	identifies	Nesbit	as	a	reader	herself,	one	attempting	to	reconcile	issues	of	gender	and	domesticity	through	the	act	of	reading,	but	one	who	struggles	with	the	way	these	issues	are	represented	in	the	literature	she	reads.	Nesbit	is	clearly	both	drawn	to,	and	repelled	by	this	‘little	woman’	in	the	text,	a	cultural	fantasy	and	romanticised	figure	who	we	recognise	as	highly	familiar,	but	who	does	not	sit	comfortably	with	Nesbit’s	own	experience.		Nesbit’s	attempts	to	interrogate	these	issues	in	her	own	texts,	in	turn,	become	a	part	of	this	conversation	at	the	end	of	the	century,	addressing	new	readers	and	asking	new	questions.	The	Bastables	are	a	collage	of	the	texts	that	they	read,	and	they	suggest	that	this	is	the	case	for	their	own	reader	as	well,	that	reader	and	text	are	constantly	reshaping	one	another.	Nesbit’s	novels	celebrate	this,	recognising	the	power	of	the	reader	both	inside	and	outside	the	text,	and	the	complicated	and	meaningful	relationship	that	exists	between	them.	I	asked	in	my	introduction	why	it	is	that	the	figure	of	the	reader	is	such	a	contentious	one,	and	what	it	is	about	this	figure	that	makes	it	such	a	useful	vehicle	for	didacticism.	This	thesis	proposes	several	answers	to	these	questions.	The	act	of	reading	represents	a	point	of	anxiety	because	it	can	be	an	act	that	threatens	the	reader	or	an	act	that	educates	them.	This	causes	tension,	as	we	saw	in	Chapter	One,	because	while	texts	that	address	women	and	children	wish	to	do	so	from	a	didactic	perspective,	by	engaging	with	the	act	of	reading	they	open	the	door	to	potential	acts	of	transgression	that	must	be	carefully	warded	against.	The	transgressions	that	take	place	during	
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the	act	of	reading	frequently	trouble	the	line	between	inside	and	outside,	drawing,	as	we	have	seen,	a	triangular	relationship	between	reading,	domesticity,	and	the	body.		The	ideal	domestic	space	is	one	shaped	by	acts	of	reading	and	one	that	then	goes	on	to	shape	the	ideal	reader.	Discussions	of	reading	are	also	closely	tied	to	the	body	through	transgression	and	tropes	of	appetite	and	consumption,	and	these	discussions	enter	into	a	debate	over	appropriate	models	of	gender	for	the	woman	and	the	child	reader.	In	this	way	both	the	relationship	between	reader	and	domesticity,	and	reader	and	the	body,	are	implicated	in	a	conversation	taking	place	over	gender.	The	figure	of	the	reader	is	uniquely	positioned	to	represent	these	anxieties	and	to	act	didactically	in	all	of	these	areas.	One	of	the	ways	in	which	this	didacticism	is	linked	across	all	three	chapters	of	this	thesis	is	through	an	exploration	of	selfishness.	Anxieties	over	selfishness	are	closely	linked	to	issues	of	femininity	and	domesticity,	and	they	are	a	central	concern	in	regard	to	the	solitary	act	of	reading.	Such	a	clear	connection	between	selfishness	and	reading	is	hardly	surprising	given	that	the	act	of	reading	is,	as	we	have	seen,	often	one	of	self-construction.	The	difficulty	in	separating	reading	from	selfishness	is	troubling	precisely	because	models	of	domestic	femininity,	often	disseminated	through	text,	are	founded	upon	a	notion	of	selflessness.		In	Chapter	One	we	saw	that	acts	of	reading	aloud	were	encouraged	as	a	way	of	side-stepping	this	issue,	however	in	Chapters	Two	and	Three	we	see	that	the	act	of	reading	where	the	self	has	been	removed	as	a	central	concern	is	a	rare	occurrence.	Even	when	characters	like	Maggie	Tulliver	or	
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the	Fairchild	children	take	part	in	acts	of	religious	reading	a	sense	of	personal	communication	with	the	text	is	present.	These	acts	of	reading	also	represent	clear	moments	of	self-examination	in	the	text. As	we	noted,	for	example,	L.B.	Lang	writes	at	the	end	of	the	century	that	The	Fairchild	Family	“is	Self,	Self,	Self	from	morning	till	night”	(465).	Even	the	domestic	reading	of	Bella	and	Lizzie	in	Our	Mutual	Friend	is	implicated	in	this	idea,	as	an	act	of	reading	that	shapes	its	readers.	While	I	am	not	suggesting	that	these	particular	acts	of	reading	are	described	as	points	of	anxiety	in	the	text	it	is	important	to	note	that	this	issue	of	selfhood	stretches	across	all	reading	experiences	which	means	that	sometimes	the	line	between	acceptable	and	unacceptable	reading	experiences	is	blurred,	and	the	transgressive	reading	experiences	becomes	something	of	a	moving	target.	If	selflessness	means	a	complete	removal	of	self-concern	then	any	reading	experience	explored	in	this	thesis	is	fundamentally	a	selfish	one.	This	connection	between	the	act	of	reading	and	the	self	is	therefore	tangled	up	with	the	connected	issues	of	femininity	and	selflessness.	There	is,	however,	another	point	of	connection	across	Chapters	Two	and	Three	that	is	largely	absent	from	Chapter	One	of	this	thesis,	and	this	is	the	elevation	of	the	reader.	Where	the	figure	of	the	reader	appears	in	fiction	it	seems	that	their	readerliness	raises	them	above	the	ordinary.	This	is	the	case	for	both	the	women	and	the	child	readers	in	the	texts	we	have	explored.	In	the	treatment	of	the	woman	reader	this	issue	is	a	complex	one,	and	the	texts	studied	here	slide	around	between	concern	over	an	excess	of	imagination,	and	a	celebration	of	the	imaginative	woman	as	one	who	
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becomes	the	heroine	of	the	piece.	For	the	child	reader	these	acts	of	imaginative	reading	are	treated	with	less	ambiguity,	and	imaginative	capability	is	repeatedly	highlighted	as	a	desirable	quality.	This	is	not	the	case	when	it	comes	to	the	models	of	reading	set	out	in	Chapter	One	in	which	reading	is	treated	cautiously	and	the	over-absorbing	text	is	one	to	be	greatly	feared.		Such	an	emphasis	shared	across	all	of	the	fictional	reading	experiences	I	have	engaged	with	here	leads	to	a	distinctive	representation	of	reading	as	a	valuable	act.	Through	locating	these	moments	of	shared	emphasis	we	can	better	establish	patterns	of	reading	related	to	the	historical	conditions	of	readers	outside	the	text	in	this	period.	I	referenced	Janice	A.	Radway	in	my	introduction	and	I	return	here	to	her	assertion	that	“whatever	the	theoretical	possibility	of	an	infinite	number	of	readings,	in	fact,	there	are	patterns	or	regularities	to	what	[…]	readers	bring	to	texts	in	large	part	because	they	acquire	specific	cultural	competencies	as	a	consequence	of	their	particular	social	location.”	(8)	Through	identifying	not	only	the	anxieties	but	the	positive	values	ascribed	to	the	acts	of	reading	shared	across	these	texts	we	get	a	more	complete	understanding	of	the	figure	of	the	reader	in	the	nineteenth	century.	As	I	have	noted,	these	texts	share	a	desire	to	comment	on	issues	of	domesticity	and	the	body,	but	they	also	share	a	validation	of	the	figure	of	the	reader	as	one	who	deserves	the	support	of	the	reader	outside	the	text.	Nicola	Humble	writes	that	“perhaps	the	most	valuable	thing	literature	can	offer	children	is	a	sense	of	emotional	empathy	for,	and	generosity	towards,	
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other	people	and	their	experiences,	developing	out	of	an	intense	identification	with	the	lives	of	fictional	characters”	(‘Children’s	Books	and	the	Emotions’	81).	I	believe	that	this	sense	of	empathy	is	felt	through	all	acts	of	reading.	The	figure	of	the	reader	inside	the	text	acts	as	a	point	of	connection	with	the	reader	outside	of	the	text.	When	a	writer	like	Hardy	or	Nesbit	writes	about	an	act	of	reading	they	hold	up	a	mirror	to	their	own	readers	who	can	locate	in	these	scenes	a	shared	experience	of	text.	These	figures	ask	us	to	think	more	about	the	way	we	read	and	how	our	acts	of	reading	connect	to	the	world	around	us.	In	this	way	the	authors	I	have	studied	tell	us	more	about	not	only	the	anxieties	that	surrounded	acts	of	reading	in	the	nineteenth	century	but	also	about	the	ways	in	which	reading	is	valued	and	celebrated.				 	
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